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AMA Gold
Leader Club
The Greater Southwest Aero Modelers, Inc. is
a nonprofit organization. Membership is
nondiscriminatory and open to anyone who
agrees to abide by Club By-Laws. A
condition of membership for insurance
purposes is current affiliation with the
Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA). Our
flying field is located at 6903 Randol Mill
Road, 1/4 mile east of exit 26 off of Loop 820
at N 32°46.895’ W 97° 12.361’. Visitors are
welcome whenever the gate is unlocked.
Free flight training instruction is available to
members from 6:00 PM to dusk on Monday
and Wednesday while Daylight Savings Time
is in effect. Regular Club meetings are held
on the second Tuesday of each month at 7:30
PM at the McDonalds Restaurant, 769 Airport Freeway, Hurst TX 76053. The
McDonalds is on the south access road just
east of Precinct Line Road.

Next Meeting:
Tuesday
March 12, 2019
7:30pm
McDonalds
Precinct Line #25720
769 Airport Fwy.
Hurst, TX 76053

President’s Notes
Yee Haa Spring is just around the corner
and daylight savings time is at 200am
March 10th. Hopefully the longer daylight
hours will translate to more flight time.
We can count on wild weather swings
and those pesky storms. We should be
scheduling some club field work days for
various projects soon…so stay tuned for
these work day details coming up. You
might have missed the latest news from
(FAA) which posted a rule in the Federal
Register requiring small drone owners to
display the FAA-issued registration
number on an outside surface of the
aircraft. Owners and operators may no
longer place or write registration numbers
in an interior compartment. The rule is
effective on February 25, 2019. The
markings must be in place for any flight
after that date. Note - there is no
directive of label size, character font or
where the label placement on our Aircraft
should be. The requirement is that it can
be seen upon visual inspection of the
aircraft’s exterior citing that law
enforcement officials and the FAA’s
interagency security partners have
expressed concerns about the risk a
concealed explosive device might pose to
first responders upon opening a
compartment to find a drone’s
registration number. The FAA believes
this action will enhance safety and
security by allowing a person to view the
unique identifier directly without handling
the drone. Sliding onto another note, we
now have an official crash pole to track
aircraft total losses at the club field. One
of the covered pits area east facing poles
you will find a ceremonial stick of chalk in
a holder to scribe a mark on the crash
pole for any aircraft that crashes beyond
operational repair or lost never recovered
under the present month. So far if our
count is true we had five total losses in
January and three in February. I’ll
present a gentleman’s six step process to
support crash pilots at our March monthly
meeting. Along the thread of crash
details, just as a reminder, it’s a good
idea to have a spotter who not only helps

729-4969
372-2274
724-0126
939-6131
455-0922

the pilot stay clear of traffic but can also
track lost parts during flight or even help
the crash pilot narrow down the search
area for a downed aircraft. It is amazing
how hard it is to find parts or the aircraft
in our grassy areas even after you fly you
plane all the way to the ground. One bit
of advice, always dress prepared to for
the crash. I would never want to walk
out in the cactus, thorns, prickly seeds
and 9foot tall razor sharp bushes in shorts
and sandals, it’s bad enough in short
sleeve shirts! Speaking of retrieving
crashed aircraft - It sounds like we have
story that should swell with plenty of
embellished about a pilot who ventured
down into the north end of the fields river
bottoms in a truck to retrieve a downed
aircraft, which then turned into a multivehicle stuckage back to back to back
rescue effort….I think this month’s club
meeting is shaping up to be a fun one for
stories. Please be reminded….we are
looking for fun fly events and dates so
pick a theme and a date and we will
promote it...all for fun and fun for all.
Also feel free to use the bulletin board
located in the center or our pits area,
looking for a plane, selling a plane or just
wanting to “post a note” it’s ready for
use. I have created a welcome packet for
prospective new members and new club
members to help them get familiarized
with our club, field rules, AMA guidelines.
If you know of anyone who might be
interested in receiving a packet please let
me know. Once I get their email address,
I’ll send them the packet. I’ll get some
hard copy for Roy’s hobby shop as well.
There has already been some new birds
revealed at the field and according to the
rumor mill….perhaps some of those
winter projects should be nearing ready
for maidens. We had the pleasure of
seeing one of Sparky’s latest one off
scratch creations fly on Sunday 24th
photos attached….you never know what
could show up at GSWAM so even if you
don’t feel like flyin…..it might be an
interesting time just to come hang around
for the fellowship!

Paul H Lange

Tail Spinner Submissions
Items for the Tail Spinner are due by the
25th of the month. Remember that ads
are free to members. Send them to:
Roy Baker
(817) 545-4031
(817) 455-0922 (cell)
(e-mail) reb2ntx@verizon.net

GSW 2019 Event Calendar
Anyone can be an
event coordinator.
New type events are
welcome with club
approval.
Fun-fly’s are totally
informal—volunteer
and coordinate with
me;
Any date including a
Sunday.
(S) Indicates AMA
sanctioned event.
Jimmy Stanford,
Event Coordinator
(202) 725-5565 or
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February Secretary’s
Report
The November business meeting was
called to order by Vice-President, Billy
Law at 7:30PM on February 12, 2019, at
the McDonald's Restaurant #25720
Precinct Line 769 Airport Freeway, Hurst,
TX 76053
Business Meeting Minutes
There were 28 members in attendance.
The January meeting minutes were
accepted as written and published in the
GSW newsletter by a unanimous vote of
the members present.
President’s Report
Vice-President Billy Law reported on
behalf of President Paul Lange who could
not attend. The application for the AMA
TAG event grant has been successfully
submitted. Our new website is up and
live and looking great, with a wonderful
event calendar and dynamic sections to
see President updates and status of the
field. The Crash Pole has been installed
and as of this meeting we are up to 5
notches for the year.
Reminder that the gate lock has changed,
the 2018 key will no longer work.
There’s been a considerable increase in
cigarette butts lying on the ground
around the shelters and in the parking lot.
Please be considerate if you smoke and
ensure that all butts are discarded in a
trash receptacle or the ‘butt can’.
Treasurer's Report
Treasurer Bob McDuff reported that all
bills are paid. We have renewed our
contract with TruGreen and cost remains
unchanged.
Flight Instruction
Bob McDuff reported that there is no
formal instruction taking place, but some
members are training new members.
Field Area Reports
Vice-President Billy Law reported that
recent rain has left some puddles in the
pits, but the runway has remained mostly
dry. Recent fair weather brought a large
group of flyers out during a weekday, the
field was more active than we’ve seen at
some of our events.
Dave Cooke has purchased the new
shelter cover for the quad track, but we’ll
be waiting on nicer weather to install.
Events
Upcoming field events:
3/15 – 16: Weatherford Swap Meet
4/13: Fun Fly
5/4: TAG event
5/18 – 19: – Texas Scale Masters
Qualifier
6/8: SPA Pattern Event
The Big Bird event was proposed and
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we’ve chosen 9/14 for the date.
Lawrence Harville spoke to the club about
the Texas Scale Masters event. This is a
great event that has multiple classes to
compete in, most importantly a ‘fun scale’
which opens participation up to most
anyone. The flying event is not difficult,
and any electric aircraft will have more
than adequate flight time to complete.
This is an event that is about fun and
novices are strongly encouraged to
participate.
Model Of The Month
Bob McDuff presented a LaserWorks Slim
Jim. It’s an inexpensive kit that he’s
equipped with a 52cc motor.
John Guariglia presented a Dolphin from
Phoenix hobby. It’s an almost ready to
fly kit with good hardware, flying
extremely stable and with good visibility
in the air.
Scott David presented what may be an
‘imposter’ Long John, although could be
legit with some modifications. He
rescued the plane which was once owned
by Ricardo Silva and was originally build
at the Waco Hobby Shop. The plane flies
slow extremely well.
Respectfully submitted,
Jeff Bagdon, Secretary

At The February 12, 2019
Meeting
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This Old Bird
By
Mark Fuess

This old bird was likely built from AMA plans back in the late 70’s or early 80’s. Back in those days, no one was concerned
about making an air-frame feather light. But rather, they were built to fly well and withstand less than perfect landings.
This particular airplane is reminiscent of the old Nobler airplane, having the period-correct oblong wing tips and fuselage
profile.
This project came about when Alex Garca gave me this airplane. The condition of this airplane at first glance looked fairly
good. But a closer inspection revealed many things. The covering was brittle and faded, the wood had black mold in the
fuselage.
At first, I was going to throw it out but I just couldn’t let that Nobler nostalgia die. So I began to re-build it from the
ground up.
It all began with stripping the old covering. This was difficult as it was brittle. I used a hot-air gun and a scraper to
remove the melted covering. I then sanded all wood, and replaced any balsa that was bad. The original control surfaces
were thrown out along with the hinges and control rods. I built new ailerons, elevator, and rudder using ¼” thick balsa
sheet. I also made them over-sized to suit my flying style.

During the re-build I was considering all my power options so I could strengthen the air-frame to accommodate the
power source. I ended up deciding to use an OS 95AX engine. This is a very powerful engine, and the air-frame will need
lots of special modifications. The front of the fuselage had to be reinforced with lite-ply and the firewall completely
replaced with new plywood.
The wing got special treatment too. I fully sheeted the bottom of the wing with 1/16” balsa sheet and built dual aileron
servo boxes. When this was done, I fiberglassed the mid-section on the wing for a little extra margin of safety.
The fuselage bottom-side got new 1/8” balsa sheeting in a cross-grain pattern to stiffen up the frame. I then built servo
boxes at the rear for the fuselage for the rudder & elevator. This serves two purposes; it adds weight the the rear to offset the big 95AX engine, and it keeps the control rods short and strong.

(Continued on page 6)
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After the air-frame was completed and the engine fitted, it was time to think about a color scheme. I ended up using four
colors, Yellow, Insignia Blue, Florescent Orange, and Red Accents.
When it was all said and done, I ended up having a beautiful nostalgic airplane that flies like a dream and screams at
Pylon Racing speeds. It’s the best of both worlds.
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Massey McDonald’s
Is proud to support
Greater Southwest Aero Modelers
Please visit us at one of the following locations:

Euless #2182
105 Airport Fwy
Euless, TX 76040

Our Meeting Place—>

Beach 3186
3901 Airport Freeway
Fort Worth, TX 76111

Precinct Line #25720
769 Airport Fwy.
Hurst, TX 76053

Central #10230
2100 Central Park Blvd.
Bedford, TX 76022
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Altamere 32934
525 Alta Mere Dr.
Fort Worth, TX 76116

Wichita 24126
3200 SE Loop 820
Forest Hill, TX 76140

